Zimbabwe’s Central Intelligence Organisation (CIO) likely has a secret stream of money, The Sentry has found. Publicly available information suggests that the CIO controls Terrestrial Holdings, a business conglomerate of companies involved in hemp, solar energy, coal mining, tourism, and golf.

While the bulk of the CIO’s funds come from the official budget, the agency—which has a dedicated investment branch—has been known to engage in private business ventures as a source of off-budget financing. In the past, CIO joint ventures have been involved in activities as varied as mushroom farming, exporting baby elephants, and diamond mining.

Mapping the network

The Sentry was able to conclude that the CIO likely controls Terrestrial Holdings and Terrestrial Mining by following clues about a past network of CIO companies.

In 2018, former CIO Director General Happyton Bonyongwe gave evidence to a Parliamentary Portfolio Committee about Kusena Diamonds, part-owned by the CIO. By leaving his speaking notes on show for the cameras, Bonyongwe also inadvertently
revealed the name of the holding company through which the agency owned 10% of Kusena: Chapel Mining.

2. Kusena Diamonds shareholding comprised of:
   
   - ZMDC 50%
   - NRG 40%
   - Chapel Mining 10%
   
   NRG was the National Reconstruction Group, which represented ZANU [PF] and Chapel Mining represented CIO interests.

3. Chapel Mining, as its equity, contributed the following:
   - Plant water supply system comprising 110 KVA generator, 14,000 litres fuel tank and 2 kilometers water pipeline;
   - Office camp with several air conditioned sleeping quarters and offices, canteen, 75 KVA generator about 2 kilometers of pipeline;
   - Plant: gravel, quartz, plant fuel, gravel, quartz, plant fuel, gravel, quartz, plant fuel.

The Sentry examined the corporate records for both Kusena and Chapel Mining, together with a series of past CIO joint ventures with a Chinese-Angolan entrepreneur called Sam Pa. These filings provided a list of company directors. By comparing those directors with court records, previous reporting, and other sources, we found they were often drawn from the ranks of the CIO’s economics team and finance and administration branches. We then uncovered present-day companies that shared directors with known CIO-controlled firms from the past and that were based at the same office building in Harare: Livingstone House.

In particular, The Sentry found that Terrestrial Mining and Terrestrial Holdings, based on the fifth and seventh floors of Livingstone House, appear to be controlled by the CIO. Terrestrial Mining
and a sister company, Whitelime Mining, were recently awarded coal mining concessions covering 50,000 hectares near Lake Kariba in western Zimbabwe, an area close to large proposed...
and existing coal-fired power plants. In late 2023 Terrestrial Holdings launched a website, describing itself as a conglomerate with interests in mining gold, coal, and lithium; farming hemp; real estate; telecommunication; solar and thermal energy; transport and logistics; and game range drive services for tourists. When approached by The Sentry, Terrestrial Holdings denied being owned by the CIO but declined to reveal its shareholders.

**Conclusion**

The existence of a CIO business network matters because the agency—which has reportedly engaged in election-related intimidation—requires civilian control, including full financial oversight and transparency, to prevent abuse. Security forces with their own sources of revenue can more easily go rogue.

A full description of how The Sentry carried out this investigation is available in English on our website: [www.thesentry.org](http://www.thesentry.org).
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